Imposing detached period home, situated on the level a short walk
from Preston beach
Much loved family home looking for a family to refresh and modernise
Large reception rooms and four spacious double bedrooms
Period features includes parquet flooring high ceilings throughout
A Historic wooden panelled formal dining room
Large bright and enclosed rear lawn garden
Large driveway, garage with workshop to the rear
Spacious kitchen/breakfast room
Stained glass leaded light windows and bright landing
Vacant property just moments to schools shops pubs and beaches
Council Tax: Band E

As you approach the property you can see immediately it has been well loved over
many years and is now looking for a new family to regenerate it and love it.
A leaded stain glass window to front door is accessed from under the vestibule, the
door opens through to the classic large reception hall with stairs to the first floor.
The hallway leads through to the rear of the property with doors to cloaks cupboard,
under stairs cupboard and the other principal rooms. The lounge is situated to the
left-hand side of the reception hall and is a spacious room with double aspect
windows to the front and side, high ceilings, picture railing, and coal effect fireplace
with tiled surround. We understand that beneath the carpet in the lounge is parquet
flooring. Across the hall is a characterful formal dining room with historic feature
wood panel walls, providing immense charm along with fireplace, bay window to front
aspect, parquet flooring, wooden beams to ceiling, along with a concealed serving
hatch to the kitchen. Adjoining this room is the spacious kitchen/breakfast room with
double aspect windows and side door providing access to the garden. The room is
neatly designated into two areas with the kitchen being set facing the rear garden
enjoys the views across. There are fitted wall and base level units with inset sink,
fitted hob to one corner, extractor hood above, built in raised oven and space for
further domestic appliances. To the far end of the kitchen is a concealed serving
hatch to the dining room and ample space for table and chairs. To the rear reception
hall Is the door through to the rear lobby with guest WC, wash hand basin, window
to rear aspect and door leading to the rear garden.

A very much loved and well proportioned detached four double bedroom family home from
circa 1930 that enjoys many features including parquet flooring, high ceilings, spacious
rooms and living accommodation throughout. The property has two reception rooms with one
being a formal Dining room with wooden panelled walls and a large kitchen / breakfast
room. There is also an external workshop and integral laundry room with Belfast sink. There
is a good size driveway providing access to the garage. The property is set on a level plot in
an enviable position no more than 250 yards from Preston Sands Beach, local shops, schools,
bars and restaurants are all within walking distance. To the rear there is a level enclosed
idyllic, bright lawn garden that has been tended for over the years with mature flowers and
shrub borders with fruit trees and patio.

The first-floor landing enjoys a large stained-glass leaded light feature window, along
with wooden balustrading providing a bright spacious area with doors leading to the
principal bedrooms rooms. Bedroom one is a large double bedroom with a bay
window to front aspect enjoying several built-in characterful wardrobes to one side
with door to eaves storage area. Bedroom two is
across the hallway and is also a large double
bedroom with a bay window to front aspect.
Bedroom three is set to the rear of the property and
has a large window to rear aspect overlooking the
garden with three quarter length windows designed
to enjoy the view, this again is a good size double
bedroom. Across The landing is the spacious family
bathroom with a side aspect window and a colour
suite comprising enclosed panel bath, WC, wash
hand basin, shower cubicle with Myra shower unit,
fully tiled walls and door to a large cupboard with
lagged tank. Bedroom four is a smaller double
bedroom, with a side aspect window.
Outside directly to the rear of the property is a door
leading to the laundry room with Belfast sink, rear
aspect and wall mounted boiler. The laundry room
is set within the footprint of the main property. There
is a separate workshop set behind the garage with
power and light. Door leading to the garage, which
has been slightly extended to allow for modern
vehicles and has storage to the rafters if required,
along with up and over door. The rear garden is fully
enclosed and has been extensively maintained over
the years with mature hedging flowerbeds and shrub
borders set along a large lawn. The garden is a real
traditional level garden with patio directly to the rear
of the building and extensive gardens beyond.
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